Sacha Baron Cohen’s famous alter-ego
George __ played God - three times!
John __ was Barf, a part-man, part-dog, in Mel Brooks’ Spaceballs
Jimmy Fallon starred with Drew Barrymore in __ Pitch in 2005
Hanna-Barbera produced a Laurel and __ cartoon in 1966
When __ Met Sally… starred Billy Crystal and Meg Ryan
Up in __ starred comedy duo Cheech and Chong
Dana Carvey played Garth to Mike Myers’ ___
Comedian Mel __ has won an Oscar, Tony, Grammy and Emmy
Eddie Murphy played Axel Foley and was the voice of __ in Shrek
Bill __ starred in Stripes, Ghostbusters and Caddyshack
Lily __ was the Incredible Shrinking Woman in 1981
__ Goldberg won an Oscar for her role in Ghost
Burt Reynolds and Dom __ costarred in Canonball Run and The End
Marx Brothers include __, Harpo, Chico, Gummo and Zeppo
In 1994 Janeane Garofalo starred with Winona Ryder in __ Bites
Adam __ has starred in Happy Gilmore and The Wedding Singer
Rick Moranis is one of the McKenzie brothers in __ Brew
Abbott and __, of "Who's On First?" fame made over 30 films together
__ __ was in Employee of the Month with Jessica Simpson in 2006
Chevy Chase was Clark Griswold in the National Lampoon __ movies
Robin __ won an Academy Award for Good Will Hunting
Canadian born Jim Carrey was __ : Pet Detective in two movies
He was the original Willy Wonka
Jamie Foxx won a best actor Oscar for portraying __ __
__ __ was in Three Amigos with Steve Martin and Chevy Chase
__ __: The Jerk, The Man With Two Brains and the Father of the Bride
He has played characters named Ricky Bobby and Ron Burgundy
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